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About This Game

Since this work is RPG McVV work, the following functions can be used.

F4: Screen Entry / Unlock Entire

Orthodox RPG.

Preparing the equipment in town
Unlock the trick of a labyrinth with crystal
Battle with enemies with magic and skill

I will know about myself.

It is RPG of such common dot picture.

· Powerful boss to protect crystal is emerging

· There is a secret room in the dungeon

· Solve problems and mysteries such as keys and switches

· And the story reaches one end
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asteion nights

I've played a few Game Dev Simulator games and I have to say, this one is the most in-depth & most accurate Game Dev Sim
available. It's also really easy to pick up for new players.
The pixel art is pretty to look at, the soundtrack is nice. Overall, this game feels really polished and I'm looking forward to
playing more of it.. It's really fun to swing your sword around in a virtual environment, the surroundings are ok, and there are a
lot of different challenges to spend your time with. I think a lot of people will have a lot of fun with this game.

But I want to specifically adress HEMA practitioner or enthausiasts.

This game might not be what you want it to be. The physics are realistic in a sence that you have to hit straight and have your
blade roughly aligned. But there is no feedback on the quality of your cut. either you did it right or you did it wrong. This is
especially noticable with tatami cutting. Since the purpose of cutting the rolls is to get feedback on how stable your swing is and
how well aligned your sword. So a binary option is not going to give you that.

The physic simulation is also just not up for the job. There seem too much lag and a little wiggle with the sword. You can cleary
see this in the settings, where you see the handle through the blade, and the handle is tracked better than the sword. Also every
now and then, the sword just glitches through.

Since the controllers have less weight to them and the balance is in the center of the hand, there is a lot of rotational movement
when swinging, that wouldn't be there irl. This is of course expectable but it would be awesome if the game had some
stabilization build in to emulate momentum.

Also, since the game has only katana's I really missed my back swings, because of course kantana's have only one edge. This
really limited the speed en elegance i'm used to, especially with the fruit challenges.

Also the game would have greatly benefitted from a free tatami roll cut mode. having you practice and play around with
multiple cuts with different move types, or chainging movements together.

Overall it's an OK game, just leaves a lot to be desired if this is what you were waiting for.
. Don't waste your money. You cannot build a city with this. It is timed based senerios. It plays okay, but you quickly get bored
with the similarities of the senerios. There is only about 20 squares to work with, and later senerios get no larger. Snadlots are
the same size.. Probably one of my favorite games ever. Really an excellent strategy game, especially if you're at all interested in
the time period.. A FARMING Simulator with exclusive opposing options...NAH im good!
NOT RECOMMENDED love the burrito master!!!. So much fun. Gladiator version of Gang Beast. A few tweaks here/there
and they could have a must play. Being Early Access and just the first few days release I have no complaints at all. Now lets see
if the devs continue to work on this and turn it into all it can be.. Spriter Pro makes it extremely easy to put together animated
sprites literally in minutes (assuming you already have the graphical assets). At first, the interface isn't particularly intuitive, but
track down the "getting started" video on YouTube and you'll be up and running in no time flat. I have practically no graphical
talent (Dammit, Jim! I'm a programmer, not a graphical artist!), but my first experiment right out of the gate was an animated
tank with rotating turret, recoiling gun, and smoke effects that's on par with Command & Conquer tanks (yes, I had decent
assets to play with).. A twin-stick on-rails rhythm ... runner? Trippy.
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Very fun game all in all. 10\/10 pupper cuteness. So happy. Much meat. Tail wagglin' adorable.

Pros:
-good difficulty curve
-11\/10 pupper stretch
-lots of levels
-good music choice
-cute to boot

Cons:
-music gets a little repetitive, but that's about it

Fun for the whole family!. best game i ever playes, i alomost don wanna dioe now ������������. Okay, I don't write reviews but this
game has me hyped. It is a lot of fun and it feels pretty real (I have played net a few times though I'm typically a forward).

I'm assuming this is a WIP but with that said, I do have a few gripes that I hope get fixed:
1. The pucks don't despawn, so even after you made the save, if you accidently hit a dead puck into the net, it counts against you

2. The goalie stick clips through the ground so it makes it pretty hard to lay your stick flat on the ice in order to make a low sick
save.

3. Personally I think there should be some sort of torso that way they cant get you between the glove and blocker. It feels pretty
unnatural to reach across with the glove to make a save

4. The puck just clips through the glove and stick once you make a save. It makes it really hard to clear the crease and to have
one of the great "ring ten bells for that save" moment

These are minor things, but I think fixing this will make the game better

Also, I think there are some features that should be added:

1. It would be cool so see a "heatmap" of where you let in most goals (ie: if you look at the net after a game, it will show red for
where you let in the most goals and like a yellow or green for where you protected the net the best)

2. Shootout mode: It would be pretty cool if the skaters would start at center ice and you'd have a true 1v1 experience instead of
just a shooting gallery.

3. Skater mode: I don't know how well it would work, but I would love for there to be a way where you get to shoot against a
goalie. Locomotion would be difficult so my idea is that you would see like an ice rink whiteboard where you could draw the
path that you would skate. Then you confirm it, and that is the path that you follow. (It may make people sick but I would be
willing to test that). This would allow for online matches where you get to test your skills against a real person

Overall a good game, especially because it is free, but I would defnitely spend $30 dollars on the game if it had the fixes and
features meantioned above!

(The new minor fixes that came out really help the game out. The visible torso is fantastic and the despawning pucks prevent
any accidental late goals. Puck handling seemed a bit better as well, I was able to clear the crease pretty effectively athough it
isn't very necessary anymore, thanks for the update!). I love this game. I've been playing Paradox games for years, and when it
comes to Grand Strategy they are in my opinion second to none. Thus, when HOI4 was released, I jumped at it since it combines
WW2 and Paradox Strategy. After the usual 100-200 hours of steep learning curve, I was more or less in control of all aspects
of the game.

And I was getting annoyed. So very, very annoyed.

All Paradox games, except Stellaris for its first installment, always has a limiting factor to the size of your Armies. I like that. It
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is good. It requires you to think and to plan. In CK2 it's the individual provinces that limit the number of troops present as is
Europa Universalis 4. Sometimes you lose a ton of troops because the AI decide to move his whole army through the same
province, and a lot of your soldiers starve to death, but generaly they get to fight and die on the bettlefield as they're supposed
to. HOI4 is different though. So very, very different, and in the worst possible way.

In HOI4 the limiting factor is Supplies. A complex system of rairoads and ports with aerial resupply as an emergency. Every
unit consumes supply at a steady rate, and needs these to be present to fight efficiently. Once you get to know the system, it is
part of the thrill to start up a new front, and smash the oppositions supply to pieces while you build up your own, ending in a
glorious encirclement of a whole front and the annihilation of 100.000 of soldiers.

Or it would be. In reality, what happens is that you mobilize your crack strike teams, select a suitable part of the front and send
in your troops, whereupon your esteemed allies pile in 40 to 50 divisions, destroy your Supply Network, collapsing a big
offensive and in some cases leading to defeat. These 40-50 divisions do absolutely F*** All except suck up supplies. NADA.
NOTHING. ZIP. ZERO. ZILCH.

And the thing is, this is basic stuff. 101 design that simply needs to be in place. But it just isn't. And the more you play the
game, the more you learn to hate Paradox for not fixing this glaring error. And in fact, there is something they could do. They
could install a button on every sector, that would forbid your teasipping allies from occupying it. Simple as that.

If landing Marines in Japan, what would normally happen, is that Australia, New Zeeland, The British and a few Chinese
factions will land 50 divisions in a Harbour that will support, at most, 20 divisions. If said button existed, you could simply
inform your glorious allies, that they are not welcome and in fact should stay at home while the grownups do their thing.

But no. No, Paradox insist on making the game useless, because they haven't fixed this mess since they released it, and they're
not going to fix it.....Ever.

So this is one Paradox title I would steer well clear of. I cannot recommend it.. Very nice game.. I've been finding it harder and
harder to find a game that I get into. Insane2 has been surprisingly fun and it's the game I've been playing most lately. Thumbs
up.. Rate this game. Good but way to short so the game needs more levels.
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